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Impact 

1,000 Kgs
Medicines collected

1,000+ 
Ambassadors & donors

12
Cities covered 

100,000 
Lives impacted 

Meds For More ambassadors and NGO partners. 

Meds For More ambassadors and NGO partners. 
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IRONY OF
SCARCITY OF
MEDICINE IN
INDIA

Over the last 30 years, India has

emerged from the scarcity of its

pre-liberalization days. Most things

are available today in plenty.

Despite this, in certain areas, a

majority of Indians face a massive

shortage of a lifesaving item -

medicines.

Ironically, this scarcity is not due to

a lack of manufacturing capability.

India produces so much that it is

called the pharmacy of the world.

The problem is distribution,

affordability and wastage. As per a

study [1], about 55MM Indians

were pushed into poverty in 2018

with 38MM being pushed below

the poverty line because of

spending on medicines alone.

Worse still, a staggering 39% do

not receive any medical attention

before death. 

In the Indian state of Bihar the

out-of-pocket expenses (OOPE) on

healthcare is a whopping 80%

 

of the total health expenditure of a

family. In India’s most populous

state, Uttar Pradesh, it is 75% and

even states like Karnataka,

Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat

that do better, OOPE is still half of

the total health expenditure. 

The World Health Organization’s

(WHO) data reveals that the OOPE

average for India is 65%, more than

triple the global average of 20%

(2016 data) [2]. 

 

India’s per capita spending on

healthcare doubled between 2012

and 2018, from $11 to $22 [3]. The

Union health ministry admits that

medicines are the biggest financial

burden [4] on Indian households.

Of over $400MM that households

spent on health in 2014-15, around

43% of the total OOPE was towards

buying medicines. In private

hospitals households spent around

28% of their OOPE spending. 

In India, a

staggering 39%

do not receive

any medical

attention before

death.

MFM donated medicines to the Mumbai Health Project - A community centre providing free healthcare to slum dwellers across Mumbai.
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Every year, 7% of Indians fall below

the poverty line because of debts

incurred on health expenditure. 23%

of the sick can’t afford healthcare.

These figures haven’t changed much

in a decade before the pandemic.

One can only imagine how much

worse COVID-19 must have made it.

The National Crime Records Bureau

says that 0.38MM people committed

suicide in India between 2001 and

2015 due to the lack of affordable

medical treatment facilities [5]. This

is a staggering number because this

represents 21% of the total suicides.

As per the National Sample Survey

Office (NSSO), loans taken for health

purposes doubled between 2002

and 2012 [4]. The NSSO in its 71st

round also found that 85.9% of rural

households and 82% of urban

households have no access to

healthcare insurance [6]. 

As per a report on medicine

affordability, an estimated 499-

649MM people i.e. 50 to 65% of

Indians do not have regular access

to essential medicines [7]. 

This ironically is in a nation where

40% of its pharma produce i.e.

$33BN worth of drugs are

exported and the nation is the

largest provider of generic drugs

globally, makes over 50% of global

vaccines and has a network of

3,000 drug companies and 10,500

manufacturing units [8].

 

 

Every year 7%

of Indians fall

below the

poverty line

because of

debts incurred

on health

expenditure.

COVID-19 camp, organised by MFM NGO partner - Pochabhai Foundation, across remote villages in western Gujarat.
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INDIA'S
HEALTHCARE
CRISIS

India is in a healthcare crisis of its

own making with health expenses

decimating family savings and

devastating lives across the country.

The COVID-19 pandemic only adds

fuel to the fire of an existing crisis. 

Rural healthcare is in bad shape.

Even in an urban setting, the reach

of medical services is limited to the

haves while the have-nots languish

in need, going for alternate

therapies due to high cost of

healthcare and medicines. The city

that the Ranneys reside in – Mumbai,

has 62% of its people living in slums

where providing healthcare is a

challenge [10]. 

Nationally though, India is going

through a period of unprecedented

prosperity. As per 2018 data from

Oxfam International, India had 101

billionaires. Despite this 224MM

people live below the poverty line 

 

with 73% wealth generated going to

the top 1% while the poorest 50% live

on 1% of total wealth [11]. This

inequality breeds a lack of access to

healthcare and medicines. 

 

Everyday in India, families are being

compelled to make impossible

choices when it comes to their own

and their family’s healthcare - they

are being forced to choose between

paying for healthcare or paying for

food. Studies in the US show that

10,000 people die every month

because they do not take the

medicines [12] they need due to

prohibitive costs with more people

dying from not taking medications

than opioid overdose and car

accidents combined. In India, though

there are sadly no studies done on

the same, one can safely surmise that

the problem is more acute. 
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Patients in an emergency ward in a village in Bihar. Photograph: Danish Siddiqui/Reuters
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A large part of the problem is the

high cost of medicine. The problem

of debt due to medical costs can be

solved if medicines are made

available to people at affordable

prices.

The problem of medicine access on

its own has two sides: one is the

scarcity we have described already,

the other side is the unused

medicine going to waste. 

 

A 2007 study found that over $67MM

worth of medicines go to waste in

India every year as they expire [13]. As

the population, number and types of

medicines have increased

exponentially since the waste today

would be in multiples of that

number. These expired medicines

lead to another major problem:

environmental hazards.

The National Health Policy 2017 also

highlighted the need for providing

free medicines in public health

facilities by stepping up funding and

improving drug procurement and

supply chain mechanisms. That

Budget 2021-22 sees Union Finance

Minister Nirmala Sitharaman

announce an increase in the

allocation for health by 137% to

$29BN from the previous year's

budget estimate is great news [9].

The only hope is part of this should

go to medicine allocation for those

who can't afford it.

While the Indian government needs

to tackle the situation of medicinal

scarcity at a policy level, it turns out

there is a lot citizens can do at an

individual level. 

 

A 2007 study

found that

over $67MM

worth of

medicines go

to waste in

India every

year as they

expire.

COVID-19 camp, organised by MFM NGO partner - Pochabhai Foundation, across remote villages in western Gujarat. 



FOUNDING
MEDS FOR
MORE
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In May of 2021, as the number of

COVID-19 cases rose in the country,

the shortage of medicines was

acute and life threatening. When

the relative of a staff member tested

positive, a doctor couple from

Mumbai – Dr. Marcus Ranney and

Dr. Raina Ranney decided to help

out. Knowing well how expensive

medicines are, they decided to ask

those who had recovered from the

viral illness for their leftover

medicines and redistribute it to

those who could neither access nor

afford the medicines.  

What started as one message on

their building society’s WhatsApp

group to help one person has now

become a ‘jugaadi’ national

movement christened

‘Meds For More’ helping tens of

thousands of people across the

country. ‘Meds For More’ is a

radical way of medicine

redistribution. Like Robinhood

who stole from the rich and

gave to the poor, ‘Meds For

More’ takes from those who

don’t need medicines they’ve

bought and gives it to those

who desperately need it but

can’t afford or access it. They do

this by joining hands with

various NGOs and individuals

who have stepped in as

volunteers.

Meds For More Co-Founders - Dr. Marcus Ranney and Dr. Raina Ranney.

Increasing

impact while

reducing

waste.
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How Meds For More Works 
Meds For More is a citizen-level initiative where medicines are collected via

individual donors willing to donate their unused and unexpired medicines. 

The platform uses the following key steps to redistribute the collections: 

Donors are directed to a national website www.medsformore.org

 

1

2 After inserting their basic details, donors are directed to their

nearest city collection centre (in 12 cities across India).

 
3

For those unable to send their medicines, donors can opt for

home collection provided at a discounted rate by a mobile

ride sharing app in their city.

4
The medicines are delivered to the appointed collection centres

(5 to 15 per city) and deposited in a central collection box.

 

5

Once per week, these boxes are emptied by a city wide

collection drive and the entire amounts are delivered to a

registered and approved NGO. 

 

http://www.medsformore.org/
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These medicines are then sent to the dispensing centre

where registered doctors prescribe the medicines to

patients free of cost. 

 

Those wanting to volunteer as city-level ambassadors to drive

awareness and collection drives in their residential area,

school, office or community are provided posters, creatives,

and marketing collaterals for WhatsApp group messages and

notice boards. 

A certificate of appreciation and participation can be

downloaded from the website for those who wish to do so. 

 

At the NGO the medicines are sanitized, checked (for use

and expiry) and segregated into various types (pain relief,

antibiotics, antivirals, antidiarrheal medicines, steroids,

decongestants, etc.).

6

 
7

8
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“I take this opportunity to express my gratitude for the support extended by your NGO

in helping the local population. Your efforts & dedication is indeed exceptional. 

It is an inspiration to see you selflessly serving the people.” 

- Lt. Col. KK Dabral, SM, Indian Army 
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Support for Mission
#MedsForMore 

“Thank you very much for the help you

gave our organization for COVID-19

relief work. Due to your support, we

are able to support the patients at our

various COVID Care Centres.” 

- Dr. Mukeshgiri Goswami, Deepak Foundation
(Non-profit Organization)

“Helping one person might not change the world

but it could change the world for one person.” 

 

- Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust 
(Charity & MFM NGO Partner)

 

COVID-19 awareness camp conducted by the Indian Army in remote

villages of J&K where medicines were contributed by MFM.

Medical camp conducted in Mumbai by 

MFM NGO partner - Switch India. 

MFM donated medicines to Sion Hospital, Mumbai. 
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Most times expired medicines from

homes end up in landfills or are

burnt. The chemicals in the

medicines are leaked into the soil

and water and enter human

consumption coming back to haunt

us as ironically the medicines that

are supposed to cure, end up

causing illness, antibiotic

resistances and pollution by their

wrong disposal. 

 

It is utterly unconscionable that

thousands of millions worth of

medicines are needlessly wasted

when there are millions in

desperate need of those same

medicines, that there are enough

medicines to save lives, but no

mechanism to distribute them to

those who need them. 

  

This simple idea like ‘Meds For

More’ started by the Ranneys doctor

couple, is a start. If replicated across

the country and if local bodies

and governments show interest,

it can not only end up saving

lives but by preventing people

from falling into poverty, ensure a

better quality of living for people.

This would be a great

contribution to the future of

India. 

 

There are many problems in the

healthcare sector that can

neither be fixed nor issues

solvable at an individual level;

but getting medications to the

millions of people who need it to

live healthy lives is something

everyone can contribute to today,

thanks to ‘Meds For More’. 

 

Most importantly this mission

helps ensure that all the people

who need medicines, in a nation

that is the pharmacy of the

world, get it. 

Conclusion 

If replicated

across the

country this

would be a

great

contribution to

the future of

India.

Dr. Marcus Ranney and Dr. Raina Ranney inaugurate 

Oscar Foundation's Charity Community Clinic in Mumbai.

Dr. Marcus Ranney and Dr. Raina Ranney invited as panellists to share

their learnings from MFM at the Naropa Impact Summit 2021 in Ladakh. 
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www.medsformore.org

medsformoreindia@gmail.com

medsformore

medsformore

meds_for_more
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Contact Information 
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Increasing impact 

while reducing waste

MedsForMore is a citizen-led 

initiative to collect unexpired 

and unused/leftover COVID-19

medicines and distribute them

amongst those with neither

access nor affordability.


